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Goal 1: To support Future Leaders in gaining leadership

skills and obtaining their Coaches' Certificate

Ladakhi coaches taught abled and disabled skaters of
all ages during a 10 day camp at Domkhar

Ladakhi coaches learnt skating, teaching and critical
thinking skills during 2 advanced coaching clinics.

As a part of the learning,
coaches managed the
Special Skaters camp,
played in tournaments and
sat their Coaches' Exam.

sfriesen
Text Box
Understanding Curriculum Task Ideas and Content It is clearly evident that you have reviewed the literature that is relevant to curriculum.  You present substantive information regarding the issues related to curriculum in general and specifically in the mandated Programs.  Your own input is evident. Insight Ideas taken from the literature are combined with your own input to make observations, discuss implications, develop generalizations and draw conclusions. Sources Source information collected for all media (graphics, facts and quotes). All media sources are documented using APA format. Presentation  Presentation medium enhances the position by illuminating the issue. Clarity, simplicity, parsimony and appropriate English characterize the project ‘paper’.  It can be easily read/heard/viewed (read in the broadest sense) and understood.  Presentation style is engaging and thought-provoking. 



Goal 2: To offer a group of disabled children and their
families a fun winter camp while using the time to 
evaluate HEALTH's Disabled Children's Programme.
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10 special skaters and their families learnt to
skate, shared their challenges with abled-skaters
and joined in a village tourney at Domkhar.

Special families had time together to share
issues and help HEALTH redesign its 
rehabilitation care programme.

After mornings on the ice, children
and their families played games,
created dramas and art and helped
make a music video to share with
Canada schools.



Goal 3: To help the Canadian Team 
build their skills in project management
and teaching different learners.

Goal 4: To document the entire 
experience and share our story with
Canadian partner organisations.
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Canadians dealt with issues not common to their
home work situations, designing flexible programmes
that successfully supported a mix of learners.

The team created multi-media learning
materials for Ladakh and Canada.




